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Culmination of short term 
Research project on 

Atal Incubation centres: 
Their reach in creating start-ups 
and entrepreneurs in Karnataka

pen the door of

Nrupathunga University, formerly
Government Science College, has evolved
into a comprehensive institution offering UG,
PG, and research programs. The university
runs unique programs like integrated BSc.
B.Ed and BBA in Aviation and Air Cargo. With
a century-old legacy, it strives for excellence
while preserving tradition. Its mission is to
make a transformative impact through a
comprehensive education, instilling
competence, confidence, and excellence.
Emphasizing on quality education, research,
and extension, the university also focuses on
sensitizing learners to social, gender, and
environmental concerns, fostering holistic
development and leadership.

Nrupathunga road, Bengaluru, 
Karnataka 560001

http://www.nrupathungauniversityblr.ac.in

icssr.nu.aic@gmail.com

8971900246
9739509029

Indian Council of Social Science Research
(ICSSR) was established in the year of 1969 by
the Government of India to promote research
in social sciences in the country. ICSSR provides
grants for projects, fellowships international
collaboration, capacity building, survey,
publications etc, to promote research in social
sciences in India.
Documentation center of ICSSR - National
Social Science Documentation Centre
(NASSDOC)- provides library and information
support services to researchers in social
sciences. ICSSR Data Service serves as a
national data service for promoting powerful
research environment through sharing and
reuse of data among social science
community in India



Unleash Innovation
Explore the 

Magic Of turning

“Ground breaking”

Concepts into 

reality with 

Atal Incubation.

What could your 

idea become?

Strategies for Success
Uncover practical strategies to navigate the

Unpredictable journey of Entrepreneurship.

How can you craft an effective plan?

Take the first step 

towards 

entrepreneurship- be 

inspired to crave 

your unique path in 

the world of

start-ups

Interactive Journey

Craft your path

Experience the highs and lows of

entrepreneurship in a simulated 

roller-coaster.

Can you handle the ride?

Why attend the Workshop?
Here you find Opportunities for:
✓ AIC provides state of the art physical 

infrastructure, capital equipment and 

operating facilities, coupled with 

sectoral experts for mentoring. 

✓ Find business planning support, access 

to seed capital, industry partnerships, 

training and other relevant components 

required for supporting

About AIC
Atal Incubation Centres (AICs) are

established with the support of Atal

Innovation mission to nurture innovative

Start-up businesses in their pursuit to

become scalable and sustainable

enterprises. Incubation support includes

providing technological facilities and

advice, initial growth funds, network and

linkages, co-working spaces, lab facilities,

mentoring and advisory support. They are

often a good path to capital from angel

investors, government organizations,

economic-development coalitions, venture

capitalists and other investors

Explore collaborative

opportunities to 

shape the innovation

landscape in

Karnataka!

Role in Innovation

Discover how Incubation 

centers fuel Visions from 

infancy to triumph!

What's the key to

elevate your Ideas?

Nurturing Brilliance

innovative start-ups!!! 

Ignite Curiosity
Uncover the extraordinary potential of  

your Ideas in a workshop designed to 

transform Sparks into Success


